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data center
New applications and technologies are transforming the expectations we have of our IT
infrastructure, requiring the data center to keep pace with this evolution. With an eye
toward digital transformation, organizations are looking to introduce microsegmentation,
virtualization and cloud into their data centers. In order to meet the demands of these new
technologies and approaches, automation and orchestration solutions must be introduced
to help manage virtual and software-defined applications. Iron Bow Technologies is aligned
with the leading OEMs and certified on the latest technologies to assist clients through this
transition. Our data center experts develop efficient infrastructures enabling better access
and usability to your data you collect. Our solutions can be deployed to work on premise, via
the cloud or in a hybrid model.

$8.1 Billion Dollars
has reportedly been saved through the government-wide
data center consolidation effort.

15% of Infrastructure
Agencies need to move 15% of infrastructure to cloud computing
as part of the 2016 PortfolioStat review process.

Source: FedNews Radio

Solutions
Today’s data center has more moving parts than ever. Some reside on premise, some in the
cloud, but all need to work together. Iron Bow has the partnerships, expertise, experience
and resources to bring all of these pieces together. As a system integrator, we are wellequipped with resources to ensure solutions work holistically to support your organization's
needs. We help our clients avoid costly mistakes by getting your implementation right the
first time.

Private Cloud Infrastructure
When implemented correctly, private cloud can be more cost effective and efficient than
moving to public cloud. In designing the modern data center, Iron Bow integrates the latest
technology and approaches with legacy systems for efficient and secure cloud access within your
organization.

Virtualization and Automation
Using virtual desktop technology, transferring computing from the device to a server
environment allows for easier and more efficient administration as well as quicker roll out of new
applications and functionality. Iron Bow ensures this promise is met by looking at virtualized
solutions in the context of the IT environment as a whole and designing the solution to work with
the existing infrastructure and employee workflows.

Disaster Recovery
Planning for the worst means minimal disruption to business in the event of technology failures.
We design disaster recovery solutions to meet the unique requirements of each organization.
Working with our clients we understand what systems are critical to their business as well as the
dependencies between them.

Big Data and Analytics
You have plenty of data. With the right technology you can collect, store and analyze it to make
more informed business decisions. Working with best-in-class analytic partners, Iron Bow can
design big data solutions that mine the exact information you need to make effective decisions.

Device Lifecycle Services
Today’s mobile workforce means managing more devices than ever before. Iron Bow brings a
depth of logistics and technical experience with respect to complex device management. We
ensure all data center technologies support all devices in use securely.

successful outcomes
iron bow in action
Next Generation SAN
A client engaged Iron Bow to provide an integrated Storage Area Network (SAN) and
management solution in support of a SAN upgrade and technology refresh project. The
engagement required the implementation of a common storage infrastructure across
ten different locations. The solution was centered on the DellEMC VNX array hardware
and software products. This storage solution was fully fault tolerant and based on Open
Standards for full interoperability and compliance. Iron Bow successfully addressed
specific issues encountered at the individual locations, while permitting seamless control
and monitoring from a single seat at the main site with full compliance to relevant
standards. The solution was scalable, cost-effective and included full data migration
from their existing and aging storage architecture. The implementation enabled current
and future operations to continue with little to no impact during the upgrade period
while also providing a strong centralized management capability.

Enabling Consolidation
Iron Bow was engaged to provide a lifecycle upgrade and replace all end-of-life
equipment at a Department of Defense data center location. The solution is comprised of
products and services from multiple manufacturers, including NetApp and HP. Iron Bow
also provided a VMware solution to accomplish a complete data center consolidation,
which allowed the client to reduce their computing infrastructure from over 200 physical
servers down to less than 25. The Iron Bow team was responsible for the migration of the
existing applications and the new system provides the client with improved scalability,
better performance and easier provisioning, monitoring and troubleshooting of their
computing environment.

Supporting VDI
Iron Bow was contracted to design and deploy an Active-Active data center with synchronous
mirroring to support the implementation of a full Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) solution for
over 2,500 users. The solution utilized dual sites based on a hot-hot design rather than utilizing
the more standard hot-cold design where half the assets remain offline. The design incorporated
load balancing capabilities to ensure the client would never experience loss of production in
the event of a single site catastrophic failure. The solution also included a robust data protection
architecture to ensure data was backed up, easily managed and quickly recoverable. Iron Bow
performed a pre-installation assessment, designed, procured and deployed a highly available
and highly flexible upgrade that leveraged existing infrastructure to reduce costs. The client
received branch-wide recognition for this successful effort and has since hosted multiple groups to
showcase the architecture.
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STRONG
FLEXIBLE

TARGETED
STRONG.
Built on best of breed technologies that are designed to scale with your
organization’s needs.

FLEXIBLE.
On premise or in the cloud, you make decisions on where the data and
functionality reside and how to pay for it.

TARGETED.
Designed around how users access and use data and applications.
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